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=/\=/\=/\= Resume Mission =/\=/\=/\=

Captain Lewis
::on bridge awaiting away team to return::

Ens G Heinlein
@::::on Planet starting for the dining room ::::

Lt jg Nim Ber
::at station with E youdoit::

Captain Lewis
Ber: anything new?

Ens G Heinlein
@:::notes the Doctor going down ::::

Cmdr. Tucker
::drumming fingers silently on his chair::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: We think we have a lock on the shuttle, cap

Lt. Tray
::in Sickbay getting decontaminated::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::monitors security and navigational consoles::

Captain Lewis
Ber: what shuttle?

Ens G Heinlein
@{#} Sickbay : Emergency Beamout of the Doctor...Stat !

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: well, what i mean is the ion trail we have been following, what ever that is, best guess is a shuttle

Cmdr. Tucker
::Jumps up from his chair::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::closely monitors second ion trail::

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: is transportors operable now?

Ens G Heinlein
<Sickbay > {#}Heinlein: Beamout aye 

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: Yes sir, <as far as I know>

Ens G Heinlein
{transporter}

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: then the radiation field has disippated enough to allow transport?

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Captain, looks like we have a winner, the first Ion trail is disappating.

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Heinlein: What's going on ensign?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Youdoit: see i told you, pay up !!

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: yes, with some adjustment to the gain, we should be able to initiate transport.

Captain Lewis
Tucker: have them transport the rest of the injured and get back to the ship...we need to get moving

Lt jg Nim Ber
<youdoit> Ber: later, .............................sir.

Ens G Heinlein
@{#} Tucker: The Doctor went down...unknown cause ...the Sickbay Transported her using the pattern buffers on the shuttles to amplify the signal

Cmdr. Mitchell
::looks at the new pair of small, fuzzy, golden-green dice hanging below the navigational screen::

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: ::nods:: Aye Captain.

Ens G Heinlein
@{#} Tucker : We are evaluating the other casualties now

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: course laid in?

Cmdr. Mitchell
::plots pursuit course on the second ion trail::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Youdoit: ok, lets see if we can enhance the trail even more by piggybacking a subspace warp signature thru the ion trail.

Ens G Heinlein
@{#} Sickbay: WE have 25 injured to be beamed to a containment feild in sickbay

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Course already plotted and laid in Captain.

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: prepare to move as soon as all crew is abouard

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Whenever you want to, we can make warp 7.

Ens G Heinlein
{#} <sickbay> Heinlein : Aye 

Captain Lewis
Mithcell:  ::nods::

Ens G Heinlein
{Transporter}

Captain Lewis
Tucker: what's the holdup?

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Heinlein: Beam them here then.  We need to expidite our departure.

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: estimated time to catchup, two and a half days.

Captain Lewis
Mitchell:  thank you

Ens G Heinlein
@{#} Tucker : we have beamed ouyt the survivors ... I suggest we leave the security detail here to secure the base

Lt jg Nim Ber
{#}En Youdidit: We're sending down some stats on the trail for you in stelarcartogrpahy, follow it along, and see what possiblities you come up with.

Cmdr. Mitchell
Dresden: Cmdr., please advise when all are aboard.

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: Extra precautions have to be taken with the transporters due to the radiation, they should just be completeing.

Cmdr. Dresden
Mitchell: Aye Comdr.

Ens G Heinlein
@{#} Tucker: Awaiting transport

Captain Lewis
::looks at Tucker:: have security seal the remaining weapons..we don't wan to leave anyone there any longer than neccessary..

Lt jg Nim Ber
{#}<Youdidit> Ber: receiving download now, sir, following.....................

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Heinlein: Right, beam the security team down.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::enters course 240 m 35 into nav computer to verify ETA::

Cmdr. Tucker
::nods to captain::

Captain Lewis
Tucker: I don't want to leave anyone there

Ens G Heinlein
@{#} Tucker : I meant the Detail that arrived with us ...they should be safe in the shuttle

Cmdr. Mitchell
::Notes Engineering is improving the % of on-line weaponry::

Lt jg Nim Ber
{#}<Youdidit> Ber: Sir, that trail leads to a group of stars in an uncharted area. checking..........................

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO:  Revised ETA is now 2.49 days.

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: Right sorry sir, a bit of confusion, we won't be leaving anyone behind.

Captain Lewis
Mitchell :  ::nods:

Cmdr. Mitchell
::Also notes improvements to warp drive capability::

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Heinlein: Then you have finished?

Ens G Heinlein
@{#} TUcker : Aye Sir

Captain Lewis
Tucker: Tell them to get a move on.....we've lost enough time already

Lt jg Nim Ber
{#}<Youdidit> Ber: I have six potential stars with planets showing on the charts. No indication of any class M yet..............

Cmdr. Tucker
{Transporter}

Cmdr. Mitchell
::monitors yellow alert status::

Ens G Heinlein
:::arrives at decontamination 1 :::::

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: let me know when the shuttles have arrived

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: Our crew has finished captain, ready to proceed.

Lt jg Nim Ber
{#} Youdidit: ok, thanks, keep checking the database, see if anything comes up.

Captain Lewis
::waits impatiently::

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: aye sir.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: Our direction will take us into uncharted space in 2 days, cartography is plotting................

Captain Lewis
Ber: anyplace where a ship could hide?

Ens G Heinlein
{#} Hei Hyu : Come to decontamination 1 when you have the shuttles aboard 

Captain Lewis
Ber: let me know as soon as you find something

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: We don't have charts on the systems we're going to, we checking the databases now.

Ens G Heinlein
@{#} <Hei Hyu > Heinlein : Back aboard now ,sir 

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: Allright, ready to proceed...

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Once we enter uncharted space, I advise we slow down and tread lightly so as to not run into anything, Captain.

Captain Lewis
Ber: that i understood.....let me know when you Have something

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cep: acknowledged, sir

Cmdr. Dresden
CO:  The shuttles are now aboard, sir.

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: you're the pilot , if there is anything to run into i would hope you'd see it..........before we hit

Ens G Heinlein
:::Cleaning outside of suit in decontam Shower :::

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: engage!

Cmdr. Mitchell
{warp}  7

Ens G Heinlein
::::cleaning layer after layer as the suit and clothing is removed :::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{warp} 7.5

AGM
Action:  36 hours have passed.   12 hours remain for the Geneva to arrive at the designated coordinates.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Youdoit: pump up the sensors, see if we can scan more than a day ahead.

Ens G Heinlein
Gets a towel and after using it tosses it in a waste bin :::

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Captain, we are approaching uncharted space in less than 12 hours.

Cmdr. Dresden
Mitchell:  What is it that you think we'll find at the "designated Coordinates"?

Captain Lewis
Mitchell:  ::nods:: 

Ens G Heinlein
::::tries to oversee the cure for so many patients at once :::

Captain Lewis
Ber: any trace of the trails?

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Captain, the nav sensors read a derelict freighter ahead.

Lt jg Nim Ber
{#}<Youdidit> Ber: getting readings from the systems, sir, coming up....................................

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: What's are battle readiness, would we be able to take this ship by force if it resists?

Captain Lewis
Mitchell:  what's it s registry?

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: is it the one we're after?

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: how far ahead?

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Not sure of the registry yet, still working on that, but the trail leads to 6 uncharted stars.. the ones Nim was talking about.


Ens G Heinlein
:::writes notes on condition of patients :::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: the trail has dispersed, the heading is still indicating the position

Captain Lewis
::hmmm::

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: how far is the freighter?

Ens G Heinlein
:::thinks wryly of the small tear in the doctors suit :::

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: NCC 8034.  U.S.S. Gregorian, it's about 3 million km ahead of us.

Captain Lewis
Ber: any other ship readings?

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: Lifesigns, any signs that it tangled with another ship?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: we do have warp signatures indicated in this region, but, no ships on the sensors

Cmdr. Mitchell
::starts slowing the ship down::

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: perhaps we should attaempt to contact the Gregorian, sir.

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: The TAC sensors pickup signs of a battle.


Captain Lewis
Dresdan: ::nods:: open channels.....hail them

Ens G Heinlein
::: Has staff replicate more plasma replcament fluid ans the drips renewed :::

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: in progress?

Lt jg Nim Ber
{#}<Youdidit> Ber: Sir, i have 3 planets reading class M 2nd 3rd and 6th sun positions

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: Sending standard Starfleet I.D. and awaiting for reply.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Youdoit: Scan for life on those planets

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: No, the battle's been over for a while, and there are no other ships in the emmediate area.

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: status of the freighter?

Lt jg Nim Ber
<youdoit> Ber: yes, i am reading life signs, sir, but very faint, can't tell if there is technology related to them as of now.........

Ens G Heinlein
:::notes good progress inthe case of Lt Tray...signs his release :::

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: There are several indications of weak life signs.

Cmdr. Dresden
Co:  We have no reply from the Gregorian, sir.

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: keep trying

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Their Main Engines and Weapons Systems are off-line.

Lt jg Nim Ber
youdoit: yes, i know, we have to get closer for that, another 6 hours, best guess

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: aye sir..

Captain Lewis
Tucker: have Heinlein prepare for more injured......

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Basically, they are dead in space.  No Power readings.

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: head for that freighter and lets see what's going on

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Heinlein: You may be getting more causualties doctor, I'll send some extra personell to assist you.

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO:  Our sensors are picking up evidence of Federation weaponry having been used.

Cmdr. Dresden
Co:  Sir, may I recommend that before we beam over, rather than lowering our shields, we wrap our shields around them.

Ens G Heinlein
{#} Tucker : Thanks  ...for the help that is 

Cmdr. Tucker
::assigns a dozen extra crew members to heinlein's med team::

Ens G Heinlein
::::Wonders where we are going to put them if there are too many :::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::moves ship towards the frieghter, carefully::

Captain Lewis
Tucker: prepare a small team and beam over  there........

Cmdr. Mitchell
::sets flight recorders to chart all spacial objects in the area::

Ens G Heinlein
:::orders staff to prepare for more casualties :::

Cmdr. Dresden
Co:  May I also recommend that Cargo bay two be used as an extended sick bay, it is currently empty at the moment.

Captain Lewis
Tucker: belay that order

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: I agree with Dresden captain, if they have a cloak, we would be sitting ducks otherwise.

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: yes......

Cmdr. Dresden
CO:  To both suggestions sir???

Captain Lewis
Ber: enhance motion detectors for any signs of cloaked ships

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: No beam over? Understood.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::Contacts Security to send a detachment to both the cargo bay and to the transporter room::

Captain Lewis
Tucker: try to get a lock on all life signs and beam them over .....

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: Shall we extend our shields?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: engaged, sirt

Cmdr. Mitchell
::searches for any signs of tachyon emmitions or anything that would look like a cloaked ship is in the area::

Captain Lewis
Tucker: we need to leave an opening for the beam out.........

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: can you get a lock on any of the life signs?

Ens G Heinlein
:::greets new helpers and tries to find out their strenghts and weaknesses :::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: tachyon and regualar sensors detect no other cloaked ships or movement in the area

Cmdr. Dresden
Co:  Attempting to lock onto all life signs and catagorize...one moment sir.

Captain Lewis
Ber: ::nods:: continue monitoring

Ens G Heinlein
::::Sighs ::::

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: Optimize several sensors arrays to scan and lock on just life signs, we'll need them for transport.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Tucker: working on it, developing links for each for Heinlien

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: can you get a reading on what they are carrying?

Ens G Heinlein
Assigns the helpers as gofers to the regular staff :::

Cmdr. Mitchell
Ber:  You might try analysing the damage to the freighter to see if you can tell who did the damage.

Cmdr. Dresden
Co:  We can get a lock onto about 8 people at one time, sir... any more I can't be sure of...there is a lot of residual radiation interference.

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: do what you can........

Lt jg Nim Ber
{#}Heinlein: I linked each lifesign to your panel, so you know where to send them, medically, ok?

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: No Captain, my sensors show nothing of what was inside the freighter.

Ens G Heinlein
{#} Ber: Nim , OK Thanks

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: Aye sir, beginning transport to Cargo bay two...

Captain Lewis
Tucker: get this operation complete! We are losing Time!

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: The damage is not unique, it is Federation technology, standard phasors and photon torpeodoes

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: Sir, I am picking up extensive Gamma radiation...much like what was used at the weapons depot...

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: In fact, I show the freighter as being empty, now.

Ens G Heinlein
:::Reads data on crew to be transported and assigns locii to each :::

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: Of course Captain.

Captain Lewis
Tucker: once the injured have been transported over ....send a security detail over to the freighter and have it secured.........see if  their computers left anything we could use to

Lt jg Nim Ber
Mitchell: I am getting a uriddium signature from their cargo bays. Prbably transporting life support supplies

Ens G Heinlein
{#} Tucker: Begin transport ?

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Heinlein: Affirmative.

Ens G Heinlein
:::transports first batch :::: {transporter }

Cmdr. Mitchell
::monitors shield strength::

Ens G Heinlein
:::::monitors condition of new Patients :::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Tucker: see if they have any maps of the area too, please

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: Shall we leave a detail behind in order to maximize time?

Cmdr. Mitchell
Security: Report on the status of the first wave of transportees.

Captain Lewis
Tucker: yes..that's the idea'

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: I would recommend against leaving any personell behind on a stranded ship, sir..

Captain Lewis
Dresdan:  i was hoping they could get it operational

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: concerns?

Cmdr. Tucker
::sends an assembled security team to TR 3, where they are then beamed over::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::thinks that the best thing to do with the freighter is to vaporize it as soon as possible::

Ens G Heinlein
{#} <security> Mitchell : They are being treated in Sickbay ...various parts

Captain Lewis
Ber: guestimation of the most likely planet ?

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: Aye sir, but if we engage combative personel, they would be totally helpless if we had to disengage a tractor beam..

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: agreed.......

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} Heinlein: Acknowledged.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: third sun m class planet is suggesting technology

Captain Lewis
Tucker: belay the order.....if it's still here when we return we'll send a full team in........

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: We would also have to proceed slower with a ship in tow.

Ens G Heinlein
{#} Tucker : ready to transport the last batch 

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: set course for third sun m class plannet.......

Cmdr. Mitchell
Security: Send an additional detachment to Sickbay, on the double!

Captain Lewis
Tucker:  leave it...we're not towing......

Cmdr. Dresden
Ltjg Ber:  What is the probabilities of three class M planets in a single system occuring naturally?

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Heinlein: Good, and bring back any security personell of ours over there.

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Aye, third rock from the sun.

Captain Lewis
Tucker: we'll take care of it on our return

Ens G Heinlein
{transporter}

Lt jg Nim Ber
{#}Youdidit: lets concentrate on the third sun, m class planet, see if you can send a pinpoint scanner there. Maybe something further will show up

Ens G Heinlein
{#} Tucker: I have done

Cmdr. Mitchell
::engages impulse drive and moves ship towards 3rd planet::

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Heinlein: Thank you ensign, keep up the good work.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Dresdan: I don't think you understand sir, ........

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: all personell aboard?

Ens G Heinlein
:::moves to check on new patients :::

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: Rescue operation complete, we're ready to proceed.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Dresdan: we have 6 different systems very close together, here

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: the last of the AT are coming back on board now.

Cmdr. Dresden
Lt.jgBer:  I see.

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Captain, we are approaching the planet, orders?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Dresdan: Most unusual, sir. 

Captain Lewis
Ber: see if you can pick up any ship readings or trails .....find the strongest one.....there has to be some kind of radiation readings from whatever ship did this damage

Ens G Heinlein
:::busily treats the radiation burns and starts looking at collateral injuries ::

Captain Lewis
Mitchell:: standard orbital procedures cmdr

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: anything on subspace?

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Aye, standard orbit.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: i am getting only normal backround radiation, however, there is a larger amount of it heading this way

Cmdr. Dresden
CO/BER:  I would suggest making an extra effort on finding Gamma radiation readings as well...

Cmdr. Mitchell
::prepares to enter standard orbit around the planet::

Ens G Heinlein
:::details a crew of Nurses to do what is now a old habit ...radiation therapy :::

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: negative sir, I am monitoring no comms.

Captain Lewis
Ber: heading this way?

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: shield status?


AGM
Action:  12 hours have passed.  The Geneva arrives at the 3rd planet.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Dresden: Yes, sir, but i'm following a concentrated amount of gamma radiation right now. 

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Shield strength is 100% and holding

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Excellent, phasers and torpedoes?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: the gamma radiation dispeses within this atmosphere

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Engineering shows full strength to all weapons systems.

Ens G Heinlein
:::trying not to fall asleep at desk writing reports ...brings back thoughts of days as a Resident :::

Captain Lewis
Ber: ::nods:: what kind of readings are we getting from the planet?


Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: i am reading technology here, but there should be some kind of sattalites or something, strange.................

Captain Lewis
Ber:  yes very strange..........

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: the readings are coming from 40 meters below the surface.

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: A complete civilization, or just a foreign settlement?

Captain Lewis
Ber: below the surface?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: Large setttlement, or city

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Captain, TAC sensors show several disturbances in the atmosphere around the planet.

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: what kind of disturbances?

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Radiation?

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Unknown energy sources.

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Unlike anything I've ever seen before.

Ens G Heinlein
:::Wakes with a start :::

Captain Lewis
Mitchell:  continue monitoring until you do know

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: If they are technologically advanced, they would need some sort of surface dishes for communication and scanning that are placed somewhere on the surface.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap; I am picking up a power source, but not anything the computers can identify

Captain Lewis
Dresdan : agreed

Ens G Heinlein
:::looks about sheepishly :::

Captain Lewis
Tucker: we may need to go to the surface.........;:thinks::

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: However, there are also faint traces of gamma radiation and tachyons can be detetced.


Ens G Heinlein
:::gets up and moves about :::

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: That may be neccasary Captain, perhaps incognito?

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: in what direction are the tachyon emissions dispersing?

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: I think our friends have been here!

Captain Lewis
Tucker: yes perhaps
Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: What have you found?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: I think we're being scanned.................................

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: The emissions are towards the planet, Sir.

Captain Lewis
Ber: by what? or Whom?

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: Shields captain?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap; i have an unidentifable radiation wave approaching the ship

Captain Lewis
Tucker: ::nods::

Captain Lewis
Red Alert

Cmdr. Tucker
Shields.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::quickly looks for the source of the tachyon emissions::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::raises shields::

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: Can we stop the wave? Or outrun it?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: computer has an analysis

Captain Lewis
Ber: report...

Cmdr. Dresden
Red Alert...this is not a drill...Red alert...

Ens G Heinlein
:::Takes a minute for red alert to register ::::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: but, i don't see...................its saying they shouldn't have this type of technology.................

Ens G Heinlein
:::Takes a mild stimulant :::

Captain Lewis
Ber: what is saying?

Captain Lewis
Ber: how does it know what it should or shouldn'thave?

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: Status please?

Cmdr. Mitchell
::notes the tachyons are in various points in orbit around the planet::


Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap; Its classifying this civilization equal to earth early 21st centry

AGM
Action:  An immense starship decloaks 200 km away from the Geneva.  It's design has never been encountered before.  It's shields are up and it's weapons are armed.

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Captain, I am detecting......

Lt jg Nim Ber
::uh oh::

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: prepare evasives

Cmdr. Dresden
::so much for the 21st century::

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: open a channel

Cmdr. Tucker
::gulp:: Mitchell: Tactical Status?

Cmdr. Mitchell
::looks in awe at the strange ship::

Captain Lewis
::eyes open wide::

AGM
Action:  The starship does not move.  {alert} klaxons are going off like mad.

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: aye sir, open channel...all known Comm forms...

Captain Lewis
::mutters::

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO:  From that?

Ens G Heinlein
:::Wonders what is happeneing now :::

Captain Lewis
Mitchell:: yes from that........!

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Captain, they've got us dead to rights.

Lt jg Nim Ber
::reconfigures sensors towards ship::

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: No kiddin............

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: hail them??

Captain Lewis
Ber: we are doing that now

Lt jg Nim Ber
::uh oh::

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: There's nothing I could do fast enough to get away from that, I suggest we try talking our way out of this one.

Captain Lewis
::waits for a response::

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: they have recieved our hail...but are ignoring it...

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: i have that option open..

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: i'm picking up the radiation wave we've been following..................it's coming from that ship

Cmdr. Dresden
::great way to start a new friendship::

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: continue sending hailing signal

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: signatures match

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: No offense Captain, I think that's your only option.

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: I was afraid of that, see if you can find any weakness though.

Captain Lewis
Mitchell:  we're working on it..

Lt jg Nim Ber
:::hmmmm, thats, uh, different::

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: scan them........

Cmdr. Mitchell
::quickly runs through all TAC protocols, for anything that would help::

Cmdr. Mitchell
Tucker:  I don't see any weakness, YET.

Ens G Heinlein
:::Continues working ...trying to think of any proceedure that has been left ou t:::

Captain Lewis
::stares at the giant ship , hoping they answer::

Cmdr. Dresden
Co:  They have replied..." You are violating our space...Leave now..." is their reply.

Captain Lewis
::looks around at crew::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: That ship, is, uh........a composite..........it's got pieces of Vulcan, Federation, some Klingon, ferengi, humm, and a dozen or more different types of metalurgy................

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: We can't fight them captain...

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: One thing I can tell you, is the sensors show signs of Federation tech as well as other unencountered tech.

AGM
=/\=/\=/\=Pause Mission=/\=/\=/\=
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